
SWBL Franchise Longevity –  

Ranked from Worst to First Based on Familial 

Prospects  

 

9 - Twins – There are some serious relationships within the Twins organization that are 

quickly approaching marriage, family, etc. But at this stage, that isn’t enough to field a 

wiffleball team with. The most promising output for this franchise is the weekly report of 

St. Louis area 6th-12th grade talent that Chris 

Meador receives to his gmail coupled with the 

open gym tryouts that him and Spencer hold 

every other Tuesday at Parkway South High.  The 

latest rumor is that Chris and Spencer are going to 

Japan in 2020 to try to turn Olympic talent into 

SWBL talent. It seems odd ranking a team like 

this last in anything, but what else am I to do? 

 

 

8 - Yankees – I’ve heard from a lot of sources within the SWBL (players, beat-writers, 

parents, etc.) and nearly all of them are comparing the Yankees 2019 offseason 

championship celebration to what resulted in the post WW2 baby boom.  While this 

should result in some prominent prospects by the mid 2030’s, the only thing that’s certain 

at this point is Amelia Calloway (1.1 

years old) replacing her dad in LF in 

the year 2038. Super-nephew Henry 

Smith  (-0.4 years old) should be 

ready for the big show by the late 

2030’s and with his gene pool, you’d 

have to think he ends up in the 3 or 4 

hole while also being an innings eater 

on the mound. When you have studs 

like the Pohle twins and Jackson 

Crosley, you just have to assume that 

there will be some more intimate 

moments in the near future. But time is of the essence and this team better act quick in 

order to stay competitive in the decades to come. 



7 - Rockies – You probably already heard the breaking news out 

of Brentwood last week.  Evidently team captain Blake Spencer 

has a crop of young, relatively cheap Chinese prospects just 

waiting to be unleashed from their medium sized cardboard boxes 

down at the old warehouse. I tried to get in the warehouse for a 

routine interview but was unjustly denied entry.  What I can tell 

you is that the future of this team is defense and speed. Outside of that, Brooks Kenney (-0.5 

years old) is locked in to handle LF and follow in his father’s footsteps. Baby Brooks, though 

not yet outside the womb, has already received a contract offer 

from captain Blake Spencer that amounts to 0.28 bitcoin per 

year.  The Rockies might be light on bodies currently, but if the 

league ever decides to open up to canines, then Kippie, Wanda, 

Carlos, Cooper and Lena could make some immediate 

contributions. Woof! 

 

6 - Diamondbax – The fact that the Diambondbax have a 

recruiting network that extends not only across the state of 

Minnesota, but also within the other NWLA (national) 

leagues is huge for this team’s future.  This provides a 

current pool of wiffle talent and early claim to any future 

kin for decades to come, allowing the Dbax to thrive in the 

late 2020’s/early 2030’s when most legacy SWBL players 

are expected to decline or become extinct.  As far as blood 

relatives, the leaders of this team are likely to be Bobby (11) and Cyrus (1) Peisert.   So long 

as Trent Steffes is at the helm, you know that new talent will flow into this franchise each 

season and the time and cost of travel will never be enough to stop this team.  

 

5 - Astros – The Astros, like the Dbax, have built themselves a nice 

pipeline to NWLA talent which could provide some future value.  

Obviously the future leader of this team is Brewer Benware (0.2 

years). Pretty solid name by the way. The Astros also have rights to 

Amelia Benware (3 years), Ava Olderman (0.5 years) and Gender-

TBD baby Olderman (-0.7 years) who if nothing else should help 

ensure several Franchise of the Year awards in the future. Another 

prospect that is currently flying under the radar is Weston Lape (0.1 years) who could likely 

find his way onto this roster based on Nick and Brian’s relationship. Everyone knows that if 

you’re an above average singer, your chances of succeeding in the SWBL increase by 15%. 

This team has a lot of powerful vocal cords that should be passed down to future generations 

and provide that same benefit. 



4 - Athletics – This is where it starts to get interesting 

given the known prospects. Peter Heck (1) and Beau 

Castellano (0.3) are the top two names on this scouting 

report.  Pete and Beau. They sound like a couple of 

Abercrombie models.  A few future Bakulas could 

certainly find themselves on this roster too which, after 

further review, could make this the most handsome team 

out there.  It seems like every other month there is a new 

Castellano being born. My bold prediction for the 

Athletics is that by year 2045, the Castellano’s have a monopoly on the vision/eye care 

industry in greater St. Louis, which they will use that to their advantage by nabbing up 

athletic prospects with 20/20 vision and solid hand eye coordination. I can see it now. 

 

3 - Expos – In the sense of this article, John Leicht is the most valuable 

player on this squad as he brings Jack Leicht (9) and Warren Leicht (4) 

wherever he goes. And they also have twins Luke (5) and Jack (5) 

Wiethuchter, nephews of captain Kevin who is one of the league’s 

founding fathers. Lastly, this team seems to have the closest connections 

with an SWBL alumni base with ties to Jack and Luke Griffin (Corey 

Griffin) and Grayson Steward (Grant Steward). And if Brett Spencer 

fathers a child, you know that kid will be extremely athletic with a nasty 

curveball. The sky is the limit for this franchise.  

 

 

2 - Brewers – The Brewers pipeline consists primarily of 

Henry Leicht (1.2) and super-nephew Jack Nickerson (1.8). 

Additionally, it doesn’t seem out of the question that captain 

Peter Leicht would offer a long 

term contract to brother John 

with the intended purpose of 

including the rights to Jack and 

Warren. In fact, I can practically 

confirm that the Brewers GM is willing to do anything in order 

to lock in these young Leichts once they are of wiffle-age. And 

also consider this: Do you really think Bryan Benware named his 

son Brewer without intending to land him a spot on the 4-time 

Franchise of the Year?  The stars might have to align for the 

Brewers, but the potential of this roster is mouthwatering to say 

the least.  



 

.1- Royals – Bo Butler (2.9 years), Jackson Wilks (9 years) and Maguire Skibbe (0.3 years) 

headline this potentially historic squad. Bo. Jackson. Maguire. Sounds like a bunch of power 

hitters just waiting to drop bombs into the next 

neighborhood.  If they’re at all like their father figures 

then this will be a formidable lineup in the year 2033 

and beyond. And let’s not forget Jane Skibbe (1.3 

years) because I think we can all agree, a female 

Skibbe is likely better than a male Steffes/Bakula/ 

Leicht/etc.  Weston Lape (0.1 years) could also find his 

way to this team, if not the Astros. It is the Skibbe 

Wiffleball League after all. I happen to know that 

league longevity is the #1 agenda topic during each and 

every Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter meal when 

the Skibbe clan gets together. 

 

 

 

Keep Scrolling for a Bonus Feature! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Below is a list of the Top 10 SWBL future prospects along with a comparison to 

the SWBL veteran they are most likely to emulate (excluding their fathers, of 

course). 

1. Jackson Leicht (Sam Skibbe) – His years of experience, passion for sports 

and knack for staying organized overshadow everyone on this list. 

2. Bo Butler (John Calloway) – Scrappy and defense oriented with the brute 

strength needed to send the ball deep. 

3. Maguire Skibbe (Gus Skibbe) – Who better to emulate than Crazy Uncle 

Goose? 

4. Warren Leicht (Peter Leicht) – “Big head. Full heart. Can’t lose.” - Friday 

Night Leichts. 

5. Peter Heck (Scott Pohle) – I’ve heard this kid is already deep into a power 

regiment  

6. Beau Castellano (Spencer Beaugad) – Baseball oriented and competitive. 

7. Henry Leicht (John Leicht) – I’ve seen this kid jump off beds and couches 

with no regard for his own safety, willing to risk it all just to get a ball. 

8. Brewer Benware (Jim Stout) – A three tool player who is set to emulate his 

favorite “uncle”. 

9. Brooks Kenney (Chris Meador) – His allowance is rumored to be correlated 

with his on base and fielding percentage. 

10. Grayson Steward (Jeff Bertram) – This kid is destined to be an athlete and 

is looking to mash from the left side of the dish, though basketball will 

certainly be his #1 sport. 


